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Jerusalem belongs to the Palestinians?
Anyone who’s familiar with biblical prophecy today knows that the land of Israel and the city of
Jerusalem belongs to the seeds of Avraham (1). Although the current leader of the United
States is making such boisterous claims that the Palestinians will have Jerusalem as their own
capital by next year is outlandishly preposterous! (2) NO man, leader or political person has the
right to divide the land which biblically belongs to the 12 tribes of Israel (3). No matter how
many claims are made by any such persons, they have no legal authority to force the Jewish
people into forfeiting their inheritance of the land to their enemies for so called peace. The fact
that such people will enter into this path will seriously face consequences by the heavenly
Judge (4). Jerusalem incase no one knows (HELLO) is G-ds footstool. It is the place where the
souls of his feet rest (5). Do these people really believe that they can remove the foot prints of
our G-d off his chosen land or rid the land from its Jewish inhabitance? Quite frankly ….
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The Bible is a
Myth?
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Inspirational Reading

In this month we share a story in which a Jewish person is questioned about the Bible. One such
Jewish woman whom we will call R. recently said that the bible was nothing more than myths. The
definition of a myth means; an unproved or false collective belief that is used to justify a social
institution, any invented story, idea, or concept, a traditional or legendary story, usually concerning
some being or hero or event, with or without a determinable basis of fact or a natural explanation.
What R.failed to realize was that the Tenakh (a) is G-ds personal revelation of his being, and existence to our Jewish people (b).
His revelation was then hand given to the Hebrew prophet Moshe (Moses)(c) who was no myth by any means! R’s faith as she
explained was placed in her own intellectual philosophy, belief and analysis of other false deities whom she claimed were more
existent and tangible to her. As far as putting faith in the G-d of our fathers (d) she had no clue. Her choice of a so called
Judaism is a Judaism which fails to acknowledge a living creator or a Messiah (e). She believes in celebrating biblical holidays
and Jewish culture, but rejects a belief in a G-d or his authority. This in my opinion is no Judaism at all. How can one Jewish
claim or cling to biblically instituted holidays and yet reject the very one who gave them? R’s choice of humanistic Judaism
supersedes……
Click for more

Hebraic Perspectives
This Month’s Hebrew word is:
OCTOBER NEWS 2010
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Foreign Minister makes comments at UN

The hardline foreign minister of Israel, Avigdor Lieberman,
has told the UN General Assembly that Iran is at the heart
of the Middle East conflict. Lieberman warned delegates it
could take decades to reach a peace agreement………
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(Ho’seer -Ee’moo-nah) lack,or little of faith
Which Hebrew definition means: faithless, unfaithfulness, want, lack of or
little faith
This month’s Hebrew word deals with the lack of faith or unbelief….
Portion Matt 17:19-20
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OSY MISSION STATEMENT
Osy is a teaching, discipleship, evangelistic ministry. Its focus is to share the full richness of both the Tanach (OT) and gospel from a Jewish Christian perspective (Rom 1:16). Osy mission
is to educate and inform the body of Messiah Yeshua about its Hebraic heritage, its relationship to Israel and G-ds chosen people. Building love relationships and bringing understanding
between the Jewish community and Christian community, to glorify in unity the G-d of Israel through our Messiah in everything we do (Rom 2:9). To clearly reveal and demonstrate the
ultimate love of Messiah Yeshua (Yohanan-John 13:34-35).
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